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2-9-2016 To look at the statistics at "ground zero" with 

iPhone 7 dash cam's today is like looking at 777 trillion 

galaxies and $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! Prius iPhone 

7 dash cam... statistics!  

 

2-9-2016 Prius iPhone 7 dash cam... in a Super Bowl 

commercial, watch this in your Minds Eye! The urgency 

demands a CBS iPhone Dash cam commercial Today! 

Mercedes Roasts Toyota over Prius Getaway Car Super Bowl 

Ad BAD AIBLING, Germany -- Two trains crashed head-on in 

southern Germany early Tuesday, leaving at least nine 

people dead and dozens more seriously injured. We have to 

admit Toyota's Prius Getaway Car Super Bowl Ad was 

amusing enough for us to remember it. However, we can't 

help but think that the automaker's Prius... head on 

collision statistics don't make the headlines like a Train's 

Head on collision and Prius with laser guidance will never 

ever have a head on collision. This is the super bowl ad or 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/1-1-2016%20800%20Pages%20Star%20Wars%20Coup%20by%20Greg%20+%20Wives%20Key%20West.pdf
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even half time show driving 2 Prius head on in the football 

field... of curse 2 trains on the field head on would be more 

dramatic same as headline news in the New York Times 

today. Times didn't report on any Prius head on collisions in 

the last 48 hours but you know there were as least 9 deaths 

and 100's on injuries! Arrest! Prius iPhone 7 dash cam... in a 

Super Bowl commercial, watch this in your Minds Eye!  

 

2-9-2016 To look at the statistics at "ground zero" with 

iPhone 7 dash cam's today is like looking at 777 trillion 

galaxies and $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! Prius iPhone 

7 dash cam... statistics!  

 

2-9-2016 VATICAN CITY - protect children from pedophiles... 

STD Stats...  

 

2-9-2016 VATICAN CITY - protect children from pedophiles... 

STD Stats  

 

2-9-2016 Pope Francis' sex-abuse commission stressed 

Monday no STD Statistis will be given to the New York Times! 

iPhone 7 Body Cam 24/7 for all Priest! Dash Cam for all 

Priest cars. Sex in cars by Priest stats???  

 

2-9-2016 To look at the statistics at "ground zero" with 

iPhone 7 dash cam's today is like looking at 777 trillion 

galaxies and $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! Prius iPhone 

7 dash cam... statistics!  

 

2-9-2016 Facebook Ordered To Stop Tracking Non-Users In 

France! Stop tracking Non-iInventors in France too! Start 

Helping iInventors in France, World Wide, grin! Social 

engineering ... for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year is not our 

Current Facebook, Microsoft, Habitat for Humanity by Jimmy 
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Carter! Social engineering by CBS and Facebook needs to be 

arrested!! Amazon 3-D Gaming Engine isn't the "Gravity 

Engine"! Amazon has unveiled two new products aimed 

squarely at the professional game-developer fraternity: 

Lumberyard, a free 3D game engine; Gravity Engine is not 

offered by Amazon, why? Apple is preparing its next round of 

incremental improvements... NOT, laser guidance 

improvements needing a executive order today for the 

iPhone 7 dash cam that can talk to the driver, take iApple 

pay and give traffic tickets! Mandatory on all cars World 

Wide!!! To look at the statistics at ground zero with iPhone 7 

dash cam's today is like looking at 777 trillion galaxies and 

$777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! 'Good Wife' creators map 

CBS drama's final act before laser guidance reinvents the 

Good Wife as the Inventive Wive! CBS with the name of a tv 

show "The Inventive Wife" all these years would have gotten 

millions of women, wives many inventions. Social crimes 

and social engineering by CBS and Facebook needs to be 

arrested!! Grander vision of looking at Jewish Aliens Wives at 

each of the 52 Nearest Stars that are not on Facebook or CBS. 

TV show "52 Nearest Stars" should have been on CBS longer 

than Obama, with Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the 

Headlines!  

 

2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52 

Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!  

 

2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52 

Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!  

 

2-9-2016 President Obama will propose spending $11 billion 

over the next 10 years to fight family hopelessness, a 

phenomenon that is closely linked to the... $777 Trillion in 

gas station hold up money in United Arab Emirates - Dubai's 
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ruler said Monday the United Arab Emirates will privatize 

some government services in the oil-rich country, as well as 

create a state minister position devoted to ensuring the 

happiness of its citizens... paid for by Obama and our 1984 II 

Dictators!  

 

2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52 

Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!  

 

2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52 

Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!  

 

2-9-2016 2008 Mumbai Attacks Plotter Says Pakistan's Spy 

Agency Played a Role New York Times NEW DELHI - A 

Pakistani-American man who helped plot the 2008 terrorist 

attacks in Mumbai told an Indian court on Monday that he 

had met throughout the process with two handlers from 

Pakistan's military intelligence agency, an Indian 

prosecutor said. 9/11 Role by the King of Saudi Arabia + 

Princes... 9/11 II + III by Pakistan Moslem Generals just from 

yesterdays NY Times article... read it!  

 

2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52 

Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!  

 

2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52 

Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!  

 

2-9-2016 VATICAN CITY - protect children from pedophiles... 

STD's!  

 

2-9-2016 VATICAN CITY - protect children from pedophiles... 

STD's!  
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2-9-2016 Pope Francis' sex-abuse commission stressed 

Monday that its sole purpose is to propose initiatives to 

protect children from pedophiles, after it effectively 

suspended a member who advocated a more activist role. 

The pistol lay on the bedroom nightstand loaded and 

untouched. And then it was in the 3-year-old's hands, 

pointed toward his older sister.  

 

2-9-2016 VATICAN CITY - protect children from pedophiles... 

STD's!  

 

2-9-2016 VATICAN CITY - protect children from pedophiles... 

STD's!  

 

2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52 

Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!  

 

2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52 

Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!  

 

2-9-2016 The Good Wife + Inventive Wives “intimately” 

involved, “obviously part of GE Executives inner circle in 

company policy” Husband + Wife GE executives is the Good 

Wife Inventors! Half-Built Nuclear Fuel Plant in South 

Carolina Faces Test on Its Future - GE faces 777 trillion 

galaxies in its future now or put off for years. Artur Fischer 

invented the drywall anchor, addressing a problem faced by 

construction workers and home-repair amateurs. Space 

Station "drywall" goes into homes for the next invention. Set 

up a workbench at home and buying him the German 

equivalent of an Erector Set. GE sets up a Inventors 

Conference Table and the wife is the Erector, grin. Mr. 

Fischer’s wife, the former Rita Gonser, died in 2013. Mr. 

Fischer. His total number of inventions put him just ahead of 
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Thomas Edison, who had 1,093 patents to his name. Rita 

had no Patents to here name in this article in the New York 

Times. 777 GE wives have no patents in their names. Artur 

Fischer, Inventor With More Patents Than Edison, Dies at 96 

By WILLIAM GRIMES Bill Gates is named by Grimes but not 

Rita's work at brainstorming with Artur. GE's future social 

engineering of Wifes and Gravity Engine sooner or later.  

 

2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52 

Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!  

 

2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52 

Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!  

 

2-9-2016 Cuban Prison Hospital is the right answer.... First 

Draft: Gay Voter to Marco Rubio: ‘Why Do You Want to Put Me 

Back in the Closet?’ By MICHAEL BARBARO Cuban Prison 

Hospital for STD's HIV, MS virus given to 777 people and 

another 777 if not stopped, Obama must have Syphilis to let 

so many give terrible diseases to others. Brain Dead to this 

crime at least in the politics news. New York Times can be 

sued for giving you STD's...  

 

2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52 

Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!  

 

2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52 

Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!  

 

2-9-2016 You can't run to a Doctor over floaters in the eye 

but you can take a picture with your iPhone 7 and send it to 

a Doctor in the iapps for Eye Floaters and other eye pictures. 

Floaters, those small dots or cobweb-shaped patches that 

move or “float” through the field of vision, can be alarming. 
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Though many are harmless, if you develop a new floater, 

“you need to be seen pretty quickly” by an eye doctor in order 

to rule out a retinal tear or detachment, said Dr. Rebecca 

Taylor, a spokeswoman for the American Academy of 

Ophthalmology. Floaters are caused by clumping of the 

vitreous humor, the gel-like fluid that fills the inside of the 

eye. Normally, the vitreous gel is anchored to the back of the 

eye. But as you age, it tends to thin out and may shrink and 

pull away from the inside surface of the eye, causing clumps 

or strands of connective tissue to become lodged in the jelly. 

It’s still important to see a doctor if new floaters arise 

because the detaching vitreous gel can pull on the retina, 

causing it to tear, which can lead to retinal detachment, a 

serious condition. It's unrealistic to see a Doctor over so 

many times you get a floater was not in this New York Times 

article. So what do people do... wait to see if the New York 

Times writes another article after they too realize so many 

floaters and it is really unrealistic to run to a Doctor they 

might get Apple to write iapps for eye pictures sent to the NY 

Times. As the top brass at the New York Times can run across 

the street to a eye doctor, just you and I can't. See an eye 

doctor within 24 to 48 hours if you have a new floater, 

experience a sudden “storm” of floaters, see a gray curtain 

or shadow move across your field of vision, or have a sudden 

decrease in vision. Do you have a health question? Submit 

your question to Ask Well at the New York Times. As for a 

more realistic answer to your floaters, grin.  

 

2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52 

Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!  

 

2-9-2016 Jewish Alien Lives Matter as the Headlines for "52 

Nearest Stars" CBS tv show!  
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2-9-2016 "Pussy Riot" MD  

 

2-9-2016 Lead Atoms... what causes miscarriages? etc...  

 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android.  

 

 

Nice! Link below is new video added today.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&l

ist=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb  

 

 

 

inventor8484@gmail.com  
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

index a smaller file.  

 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a 

shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and 

then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 

Centauri... Click HERE! 

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
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Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control 

Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying 

cars.  

 

 

 

 

 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...  

 

 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
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index a smaller file.  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.

html  

 

 

 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html  

 

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014  

 

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC  

 

Greg's YouTube Video reposted  

inventsomething@live.com  

 

 

 

 

 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 

27,  

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/007Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5y4xxTOPvpY
mailto:inventsomething@live.com
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"Gravity Engine" # 1... Airbus GB1984KW series of heavy lift 

helicopter combines... Don't Fly Today!!  

 

 

2-8-2016 NYC public schools closed Today to honor Chinese 

Lunar New Year!  

 

2-8-2016 NYC public schools closed Today to honor Chinese 

Lunar New Year!  

 

2-8-2016 Yale Elite Recounts the Student Riots before they 

happen over the ‘Painful Experience’ of 24/7 365 days "Always 
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Open Yale Campus and Classes." The Furor can be heard 

before Yale goes to a "Always Open University" Denny's + 

McDonald's may sue for patent infringements... grin.  

 

2-8-2016 NYC public schools closed Today to honor Chinese 

Lunar New Year!  

 

2-8-2016 NYC public schools closed Today to honor Chinese 

Lunar New Year!  

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools open 24/7 to 

honor, Valentine's Day Women! God's best Invention; to 

inspire Inventions!  

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools open 24/7 to 

honor, Valentine's Day Women!  

 

2-8-2016 Valentine's Day play list - iInventList; Breast 

Cancer Cure list of must do, must kiss, must inspire, dissect 

Saint Valentine the MD. Shortage of Doctors was 

Masterminded by Biden, Death of a Salesman driving a 

2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Mrs. Willie Loman stopped 

for gas as Biden asked her to fill up the tank. Valentine 

Heart with arrow on her new car, she crashed and died on 

Valentine's Day. Limited-time, chocolate-inspired, Gravity-

Inspired, Gravity + Love; from near + far. Mary in Key West, 

Mary Kennedy, OJ's Nichols a "Bloody Mess" road rage drivers 

stopping for gas not gravity because Biden killed Beau. Fuel 

for the Gravity Engine is be my Valentine!  

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools closed Today to 

honor Chinese Lunar New Year. In a clean room at NASA's 

Goddard Space Flight Center. In a clean room like Intel's 

and NASA's all School Rooms must be made into "Clean 
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Rooms" void of particles of "Lead" for decades after the last 

gas station on Earth is closed.  

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools open 24/7 - 

Editorial: The F.C.C. Gets Ready to Unlock the Cable Box; 

unlock the public schools for 24/7 always open school system. 

Steve Jobs worked 24/7 but was killed by his public school's 

lack of education on lunch meats + "Lead". Cable TV 

Channels unlocked by the Medical Schools will provide a 

cadaver to all school between midnight and 7 am. Grin... 

XXX cadavers are worst than porn in FCC regulations. Steve 

Jobs would have iapp cadavers and of course cancer iapps.  

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools open 24/7 to 

honor, Valentine's Day Women with Girl Scout Cookie Recipe 

Rx one Brain stormed in 24/7 NYC public school system born 

out of chaos of 1984 II dictators 9/11 Oil $$$.  

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools closed Today to 

honor Chinese Lunar New Year.  

 

2-8-2016 NY Times play list - Shortage of Doctors, Journalists 

will be required to have a MD degree after the Next French 

Revolution.  

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools closed Today to 

honor Chinese Lunar New Year.  

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools closed... Two 

Muslim holidays — Eid al-Fitr and Eid al-Adha — were also 

added. Hindu group also advocated to have NYC schools 

closed for the holy day of Diwali added to the school holiday 

calendar, but no immediate action was taken. Mayor Bill de 

Blasio has said there are no plans to add any 24/7 Schools 
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Open Days for Valentine's who crashed + burned from Breast 

Cancers. While the Chinese party with 1984 II Dictators.  

 

2-8-2016 "Lead - Unsafe Lead Levels in Tap Water...  

 

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools closed Today to 

honor Chinese Lunar New Year.  

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools open 24/7 to 

honor, Valentine's Day Women!  

 

2-8-2016 "Lead - Unsafe Lead Levels in Tap Water...  

 

2-8-2016 Diesel - Flunked a Pollution Test Biden's 

Graduation Speech at Yale Failed + Killed Elementary Kids 

who will go get into Yale. DNA Graduation Speech at Yale 

this year by Biden as he will be asked to give the Graduation 

Speech again this year. Bidens Graduation speech picture 

was up on the Yale Daily Web for the 3 months of summer 

break.  

 

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools closed Today to 

honor Chinese Lunar New Year.  

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools open 24/7 to 

honor, Valentine's Day Women!  

 

2-8-2016 Diesel - Lead 101 classes will be offered at the Yale 

Medical School next semester. iWatch will be mandatory for 

this class. Cheating by VIP's will not be allowed, grin. 

Identifying the shortcomings why Biden didn't connect lead 

and diesel to brain and breast cancer and if he did why did 
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he classify this as top secret. Unlike the ignition defect in 

General Motors vehicles that caused at least 124 people to die 

in car crashes, Volkswagen pollution is harder to link to 

individual deaths of kids on Duval Key West. Generals or 

should I say Admirals in Key West could put together and 

even track some of the kids born with birth defects from Mom 

walking Duval in Key West.  

 

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools closed Today to 

honor Chinese Lunar New Year.  

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools open 24/7 to 

honor, Valentine's Day Women!  

 

2-8-2016 "Lead - Unsafe Lead Levels in Tap Water Not 

Limited to Flint" By MICHAEL WINES and JOHN SCHWARTZ 

Contamination has turned up in scores of communities in 

recent years, and experts cite holes in the safety net of rules 

and procedures. Wounder Warriors Masterminds - "Bloody 

Mess" road rage drivers stopping for gas not Gravity because 

Biden killed Beau who was a Wounded Warrior 

Masterminded via Dad not Mom. Beau MD was also killed by 

Dad. Lead not Limited... 24/7 School is Open is what is 

limited. iWatch Particle Detection in the Air in the White 

House, on Duval Key West. Scores 777 to zero in yesterdays 

Super Bowl. Lead in Bottled Water will make headlines in 

the New York Times. Resentment by Michael Wines as Michael 

knows Lead is in Wine! No this will not be headlines in the 

NY Times on Valentines Day. Biden told her to stop and get 

gas + Wine, nothing so intellectual as lead. Yale Medical 

Students will be quizzed about Lead when I get to Yale. iapps 

for Apple iWatch will be written too.  
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2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools closed Today to 

honor Chinese Lunar New Year.  

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools open 24/7 to 

honor, Valentine's Day Women!  

 

2-8-2016 Diesel - International Business Beyond 

Volkswagen, Europe’s Diesels Flunked a Pollution Test  

 

2-8-2016 Geneva Lead + Diesel; GENEVA — If you walk down 

the sloping green lawns of the Palais des Nations, you will 

see 193 blocks of stone, one for each of the nation states 

recognized by the United Nations, arranged like the infinity 

symbol, with an extra loop. As the world’s leading city of 

peacemaking, Geneva is packed with transients from around 

the world: diplomats, spies, humanitarian's, journalists. 

Lake Geneva had been bought up years ago by the Kings of 

Saudi Arabia and not in this New York times article today. 

Geneva will go the way of gas stations on Earth. Holocaust 

Statue on the green lawns of Palais des Nations will be a 

gasoline car with visible exhaust and for the scientists the 

tons of "Lead" and the particles per billion from 1980 to 

2016. Sanctions on Geneva will be no Ford assembly lines 

building the ElectricWindmilCar or the Gravity Engine Cars. 

"Geneva, a City of Diplomacy, Brims With Totems of Peace 

and War" By SOMINI SENGUPTA New York Times.  

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools closed Today to 

honor Chinese Lunar New Year.  

 

2-8-2016 NYC play list - NYC public schools open 24/7 to 

honor, Valentine's Day Women!  
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2-8-2016 NYC public schools closed Today to honor Chinese 

Lunar New Year!  

 

2-8-2016 NYC public schools closed Today to honor Chinese 

Lunar New Year!  

 

2-8-2016 Yale Elite Recounts the Student Riots before they 

happen over the ‘Painful Experience’ of 24/7 365 days "Always 

Open Yale Campus and Classes." The Furor can be heard 

before Yale goes to a "Always Open University" Denny's + 

McDonald's may sue for patent infringements... grin.  

 

 

 

2-7-2016 Starbucks branch in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 

informed customers that women were banned from the store 

and would not be served in view of men. Apple-Starbucks 

Store School University branch nearest the New York Times 

informed customers that women MD's were close to getting 

the Stage 4 Overnight Miracle Godsend Cure for Breast + 

Brain Cancer at this Store! Winning Lottery Ticket Store is 

always on the front page of the New York Times while 

millions of Americans died from Brain + Breast Cancers the 

last decades. Lottery winners + losers. Like 777 Score in Super 

Bowl 50.  

 

2-7-2016 Hillary got women in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia to 

drive the Prototype 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort - "Feel" 

the Era of No Gas Stations on Earth, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 

on the side lines with the loss of $777 Trillion in gas station 

hold up money confiscated.  

 

2-7-2016 NASA Half Time Show at Super Bowl 50... 18 mirrors 

onto the James Webb Space Telescope structure. NASA Half 
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Time Show at Super Bowl 50...  

 

 

 

2-7-2016 NASA Half Time Show at Super Bowl 50... 18 mirrors 

onto the James Webb Space Telescope structure. NASA Half 

Time Show at Super Bowl 50...  

 

 

 

2-7-2016 NASA Half Time Show at Super Bowl 50... 18 mirrors 

onto the James Webb Space Telescope structure. NASA Half 

Time Show at Super Bowl 50...  

 

 

 

777 Trillion to Nothing final score for God + Galaxies vs 

Wounded Warriors!  

 

2-7-2016 Global Star Travel Community Outraged NASA 

didn't make this into a Super Bowl Commercial or Half Time 

Show... In a clean room at NASA's Goddard Space Flight 

Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, a robotic arm installs the 

last of 18 mirrors onto the James Webb Space Telescope 

structure. NASA Half Time Show at Super Bowl 50...  

 

2-7-2016 Global Community Outraged by North Korean 

Rocket Launch is the headlines in Voice of America + New 

York Times...  

 

2-7-2016 Super ElectricWindmillFord Escort Win! 777 Trillion 

to Nothing final score for God + Galaxies vs Wounded 

Warriors from Korea, Vietnam, Iraq... Afghanistan, Paris H 

Bombs thrown by Pakistan Moslem Generals.  
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2-7-2016 Hillary gets to drive the Prototype 2016 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort at Super Bowl 50 Half Time!!  

 

2-7-2016 Super Bowl 50 City; Chevy's engulfed in flames; 

Three dead after Chevy ‘blows through’ red lights, hits taxi. 3 

die in fiery crash near Super Bowl site wear Hillary will be 

driving the Prototype 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort with 

state of the arts laser guidance that can't run from cops or 

red lights! The white Chevrolet sedan was “doing donuts” in 

the area of Fifth and took off from the cops. 2 bodies were 

burned to death inside the Chevy and one in the 

intersection. Taxi driver taken to hospital. Chevy was 

engulfed in flames! Statistics to how many Chevy's engulfed 

in flames is another Top Secret in Hillary's emails on Super 

Bowl Sunday News Today!  

 

2-7-2016 Super ElectricWindmillFord Escort Win! 777 Trillion 

to Nothing final score for God + Galaxies vs Wounded 

Warriors!!  

 

2-7-2016 Global Community Outraged by North Korean 

Rocket Launch is the headlines in Voice of America. New York 

Times story on the Global Community Outraged by 777 

Chevy's engulfed in flames in the USA is censored by the 

Times Editorial Board. Traumatized conscience from not 

stopping to help those in a Chevy engulfed in flames, Walter 

Reed MD's have cured the traumatized conscience before 

Beau's brain cancer. Biden walked away from 777 Chevy's 

engulfed in flames but 1 Beau with Brain Cancer ended his 

being President of the USA.  

 

2-7-2016 Super Bowl City Chevy's engulfed in flames; Score 

777 points...  
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2-7-2016 Super Bowl City Chevy's engulfed in flames; Score 

777 points...  

 

2-7-2016 Super Bowl City Chevy's engulfed in flames; Score 

777 points...  

 

2-7-2016 Super Bowl City Chevy's engulfed in flames; Score 

777 points...  

 

2-7-2016 Hillary will lose the Super Bowl by the same score as 

our 1984 II Dictators... 777 Trillion to Nothing final score 

for God + Galaxies vs Wounded Warriors! Zero Chevy's 

engulfed in flames on Super Bowl 51 Sunday.  

 

2-7-2016 Super Bowl City Chevy's engulfed in flames; Score 

777 points... of Galaxies in Our Universe all engulfed in 

flames of Wounded Warriors out to kill every Jewish Alien in 

our Universe.  

 

2-7-2016 Super Bowl City Chevy's engulfed in flames; Score 

777 points...  

 

2-7-2016 1984 II Top Quark Hell is "Quantum Hell" --The 

Universe Before the Big Bang has been classified by these 

mad men as secret. Alone with the invention project of going 

faster than the speed of light.  

 

2-7-2016 All aboard the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower "Naval Air 

Station Key West trains carrier pilots" BY ADAM LINHARDT 

Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com Petty Officer Second 

Class Steven Martin wanted to jump off the deck of the nearly 

1,100-foot long USS Dwight D. Eisenhower aircraft carrier on 

Wednesday. “I’d like to just start swimming north,” the 
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Rockledge native said with a wide grin from the Primary 

Flight Control room of the $4.5 billion, Nimitz-class carrier.  

 

 

2-7-2016 NASA Half Time Show at Super Bowl 50... 18 mirrors 

onto the James Webb Space Telescope structure. NASA Half 

Time Show at Super Bowl 50...  

 

 

 

 

2-7-2016 Key West Super Bowl 50 Half Time Show is the $4.5 

billion, Nimitz-class carrier. Thank God the $10 Trillion 

dollar USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub can be remodel into a 

Hospital Submarine after the Super Bowl Win for 777 Trillion 

Galaxies. Navy doesn't have a chance in Hell.  

 

 

 

2-7-2016 Super Bowl City Chevy's engulfed in flames; Score 

777 points...  

 

2-7-2016 Super Bowl City Chevy's engulfed in flames; Score 

777 points...  

 

2-7-2016 Serendipitous + Serendipity iapps written in Key 

West by Greg + Wives will rewrite the Persian fairy tale, The 

Three Princes of Serendip. The princes, he told his 

correspondent, were “always making discoveries, by 

accidents and sagacity, of things which they were not in 

quest of”... Polygamous Marriage's in the USA will be in quest 

of things listed on our 1,001 iapps for Nobel's in Medicine. 

List is the Serendipity. 1,001 Scientists at GE will write 10 IP 

invention projects that will give Jimmy Carters Habitat for 
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Humanity 10 Nobel's in Medicine. serendipity is a common 

occurrence throughout the history of scientific innovation 

such as Alexander Fleming's accidental discovery of 

penicillin in 1928, the invention of the microwave oven by 

Percy Spencer in 1945. New Era of Serendipity II will be iapps 

for Penicillin II + III and Yes, Microwaves II + III that are 

not at GE headquarter today. GE lost the Microwave II + III 

Super Bowl commercials. Grin.  

 

 

 

2-7-2016 Super Bowl City Chevy's engulfed in flames; Score 

777 points...  

 

2-7-2016 Super Bowl City Chevy's engulfed in flames; Score 

777 points...  

 

 

2-7-2016 Key West Conch Color and Tom Oosterhoudt a top 

city quark wrote up in this weeks issue his gay married 

Tommy who killed himself because the wife at home knows 

bisexual men give women + Kids MS. His wife refused to let 

him see his kids over Christmas when Oosterhoudt "let him go 

home for Christmas" a POW... wow. Max is 4 Faith is 8. Their 

dad is dead because of Oosterhoudt and same as Mary 

Kennedy. Oosterhoudt bought the "Judge" in Key West. 

"Judgement" Robert Kennedy Jr. bought both "Judges too" 2 

dead but you know there are 2K or 20K dead because of 

Robert Kennedy Jr and Oosterhoudt's. iapps to convert gay 

kid is front page in the New York section of the Times today. 

Mayor of NYC will make it illegal. Mayor of Key West 

Oosterhoudt was. Will not make it illegal to cause a suicide. 

Mary Kennedy will get her revenge when Hillary loses the 

Super Bowl 50. Yale Law will be closed like 154 Wal-Mart 
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Stores. ... Oosterhoudt - when I let him go home for 

Christmas... "Control Freaks" is what we use to call them 

when we could call them "Fags". 2K or 20K dead and 

Oosterhoudt is light years from writing up Mary Kennedy 

who was not let go to see her 5 kids at Christmas! "Cuomo 

Moves Against Therapy That Claims to Make Gay Children 

Straight" section A - page 15 By JESSE McKINLEY NY Times.  

 

 

 

2-7-2016 Super Bowl City Chevy's engulfed in flames; Score 

777 points...  

 

2-7-2016 Super Bowl City Chevy's engulfed in flames; Score 

777 points...  

 

 

2-7-2016 "Pakistan’s Hand in the Rise of International 

Jihad" By CARLOTTA GALL The funeral of Saeed Jawad 

Hossini, 29, who was killed in a Taliban suicide attack in 

Kabul in January. Sunni extremists are being recruited and 

trained to fight in conflicts abroad. Carlotta is the very first 

person at the NY Times to write up Pakistan as Terrorists. 

Why. Same reason the 19 guys from Saudi Arabia who flew 

the 9/11 planes are never mentioned as being from Saudi 

Arabia in the New York Times... Carlotta Gall is the author of 

“The Wrong Enemy: America in Afghanistan 2001-2014” and 

currently the North Africa correspondent for The New York 

Times. Carlotta writes the $10 Trillion dollars the Pentagon 

Top Brass Gave Pakistan Moslem Generals when for War Toys 

from MIT... and sex slaves from Boston, well almost.  
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2-7-2016 Super Bowl City Chevy's engulfed in flames; Score 

777 points...  

 

2-7-2016 Super Bowl City Chevy's engulfed in flames; Score 

777 points...  

 

 

2-7-2016 Serendipity — scientists coming across important 

findings when they least expect them or aren’t even looking. 

I’ve often said that we may have all the drugs and therapies 

we need already to prevent, treat or cure most ailments, but 

we don’t know which ones can be used on which conditions 

and at which doses. Case in point: Last year, a team led by 

researchers at the MD Anderson Cancer Center and 

Washington University found that a common class of heart 

drugs called beta blockers, which block the effects of 

adrenaline, may prolong ovarian cancer patients’ survival. 

This discovery came after the researchers reviewed more than 

1,400 patient records, and identified an obvious pattern 

among those with ovarian cancer who were using beta 

blockers, most often to control their blood pressure. Women 

taking earlier versions of this class of drug typically lived for 

almost eight years after their cancer diagnosis, compared 

with just three and a half years for the women not taking 

any beta blocker. By DAVID B. AGUS NY Times Sunday Review. 

What David didn't write is the Rx Overnight Cure for 

Ovarian Cancer is stifled on purpose by MD Anderson MD's to 

make $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues... Why the Hell do you 

think Greg is being Observed on Super Bowl Sunday in 

Starbucks Key West and not a Los Alamos on Super Bowl 

Sunday with a few wives! Agus could write this story! We all 

go to a machine on the street where we insert a plastic card 

and cash comes out; we log into our online accounts to 

check our balances and pay bills; and we give credit card 
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numbers that contain a key to our financial information to 

retailers without a second thought. But if I asked you to put 

your de-identified personal health information online, or 

share it and perhaps some bio-specimens with people other 

than your own doctors, you might panic. “Health data is not 

the same as financial data,” you might say. David's story is 

to share Health Data Records but he censored out 20K wife's 

of bisexual men who died a tortured death given the MS 

Virus. NY Times making up George Orwell articles is one 

thing but David Agus not telling 20K MS women their 

tortured disease was caused by bisexual men who's health 

records you will never observe! iapps that beep alert her on 

her iapps iPhone 7 will happen when Tim Cook is arrested for 

hate crimes against women and this story is written up by 

David Agus. David B. Agus is a professor of medicine and 

engineering at the University of Southern California and 

the author of “The Lucky Years: How to Thrive in the Brave 

New World of Health.”  
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2-7-2016 Serendipity at Los Alamos IBM... reported a 19 

percent drop in net profit, to $4.5 billion, from the same time 

period a year earlier. And quarterly revenue fell 9 percent, 

to $22.1 billion. In the quarter, IBM said that revenue from 
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newer markets, its “strategic imperatives,” grew 16 percent 

compared with the quarter a year earlier. For the year, they 

grew 26 percent and now account for 35 percent of corporate 

sales.  

 


